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6. The consistency of the estimates 
In this section the consistency of the estimates will be investigated. 
The method used stems from a paper by A. W ALD [3], but is modified 
by condition (4.3), which does not occur in his paper. 
Let, for f.{x1I01) > 0, 
(6.1) (i = 1, 2, ... , k), 
then 
n, n4 
(6.2) L.(y.) = ! g1 (x;,y I y,, 0,) + ! In f.(x,,y I O,) (i = 1, 2, ... , k) 
y-1 y-1 
and the maximum likelihood estimates of 01 , 02, ••• , Ok are the values of 
k n.; 
y1 , y2, ... , '!!k which maximjze ! ! gi(xi,yly1, 01) in the domain D, the 
i-1 Y-1 
last term in (6.2) being constant. 
Further 
(6.3) 
and from condition (4.3) it follows that g,(x1 I y1, 01) is, for each x1, a 
strictly unimodal function of y1 in the interval I 1(i= 1, 2, ... , k). 
Letl1 (i=1,2, ... ,k) be the interval c1 ~y.~d, (with c,<d1) and let 
'f/1, 'f/2, .•• , 'f/k be k numbers satisfying 
(6.4) { O<rJ;~ min (Oi -c1, d, -O.) if Oi is an innerpoint of Ii, 
O<n.~d, -ci if 01 is a borderpoint of I;,. 
Let further I 1(rJ1) denote the set of all values y1 E I 1 satisfying 
(6.5) (i= 1, 2, ... , k). 
In the following it will be supposed that the following condition is 
satisfied. 
(6.6) Condition: There exist k values 'f/v 'f/2 , ... , t)k satisfying (6.4) such that 
-~ l. C {g, (x, I y,, O,) I Oi} < O, for each y, E I, (t'/i) with y, =F O, 
2. [;2?•t•iYi•:f,~~ 2 < oo (i = 1, 2, ... ,k). Yi x, y;,, i i 
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Some of the conditions mentioned in W ALD's paper [3] are in our 
case sufficient for (6.6.1) and may therefore be useful for the application 
of our theorems. These conditions may be stated as follows. 
Lemma 
P· (6.7) t 2. 
then 
III: If condition (4.3) is satisfied, if 'fJi satisfies (6.4) and if 
tff {In fi (xi I Yi) I o,} < 00 for each Yi Eli (1]i) with Yi ¥= o,, 
-oo < tff {In fi (x1 I 0,) I Oi} < oo 
(6.8) tff{g.(x.ly., o.)IO,}<O for each Y• El• (n.) with y.¥=01• 
Proof: Consider any Yi Eli('fJ.), then C{lnf1(x.ly.)I01}<oo. Clearly 
tff{g.(x.ly., 01)10.}<0 if C{lnfi(x.lyi)IOi}= -oo. 
Now consider the case that C{lnfi(xi1Yi)I01}> -oo; then 
(6.9) 
and from (6.9) it follows that l/ tff {gi (x. I y,, o.) I o.} ~ In tff { egi (xi I Yi· Oi) I O,} = I M~•IYi) I =In /i(xd O•) dFi (xi O.) ~In 1 = 0. 
/1 ("'I 181)>0 
(6.10) 
Further 
(6.11) 
if and only if a value c exists such that 
(6.12) 
Thus lemma III is proved if we show that such a value c does not exist. 
This may be proved as follows. Suppose there exists a value c satis-
fying (6.12), then it follows from (6.9) that lei < oo and further we have 
(6.13) P [f.(x.ly.)=e• fi(x;IO.)IO.J= l. 
From 
(6.14) 
it then follows that c = 0. 
Further if 
( 6.15) 
then it follows from (6.3) and the fact that g.(x.ly1, o.) is, for each xi, a 
strictly unimodal function of Yi in the interval I. that 
(6.16) P [g.(x.ly;, Oi) > OIO.J =I for each y; between y. and Oi, 
i.e. 
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and this is in contradiction with 
(6.18) 
Thus there does not exist a value c satisfying (6.12). 
Now let (cf. section 4) M~ (v= 1, 2, ... , N) beN subsets of the numbers 
1, 2, ... , k with 
N 
{
l. U M. = {l, 2, ... ,k}, 
~-1 
2. M,, 11 M., 9'= 0 for each pair (v1, v2) with v1 #- v2, 
3. (Ji = (Ji for each pair i, j EM., for any value of v 
(6.19) 
and let IM be defined by (4.5); then IM 9'=0 (v= 1, 2, ... , N). 
. ~ 
The value of ()i for i EM~ will be denoted by o; (v= 1, 2, ... , N). 
From theorem I it then follows that 
N "' (6.20) L' (~. z2, ... , zN) -L' (e;, e~, ... , e;.) = ! ! ! ydxt,y I z., e;) 
•-1 iEMv y-1 
possesses a unique maximum in (cf. (4.6)) 
(6.21) 
say in the point (zi, z:, ... , z1). Let further 
(6.22) 
and 
(6.23) 
,def • 2 N n.=nnn1Ji (v=1, , ... , ) 
iEMv 
Then the following lemma holds 
Lemma IV: If 
(6.24) limni=oo for each i= 1,2, ... ,k, 
...... oo 
then 
(6.25) lim p [I z:- e; I ;;;;; B for each v I e;, e~ .... '()~] = 1 for each e > 0 
n-+oo 
for each set M 1, M 2, ... , MN satisfying (6.19) and each N. 
Proof: Let 
(6.26) l1. f3i (z.) def tff {Yi (xi 1 z., e;) 1 e;} 
2. bi (z.> def a 2 {Yi (xi 1 z., e;) I e;} i EM.(v = 1, 2, ... ,N) 
and let further ~ be a positive number satisfying 
(6.27) < ' I s1 =min 1Jv· 
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Then 
(6.28) • • • ! 1. o;+el ElM and o;-~ ElM if o; is an innerpoint of 1M' 
2. o;+el elM or o;-el ElM if o; is a borderpoint of 1M. 
• • • 
Now let S be a subset of the numbers 1, 2, ... , N such that 
(6.29) 
then 
(6.30) 
~I. 
( 2. 
o;+el ElM~ for 'JI ES, 
0;+e1 ilM for 'JI¢8, 
• 
z. ;:;;; o; for 'JI ¢ s. 
Further it follows from (6.6.1), for 'JI eS, that 
.. , 
(6.31) 8{! !g,(x,,,jO;+e1,0;)IO;}= !n1 .BdO:+e1) <0 
iEMv y-1 iEMv 
and from (6.31) and Bienayme's inequality then follows 
Thus 
Further it follows from (6.3), (6.30) and the fact that 
.. , 
! ! g, (x,,, 1 z., o;) 
iEM•y=1 
is a strictly unimodal function of z. in the interval 1M ('JI= 1, 2, ... , N) 
• (cf. condition (4.3)) that 
)
z:;:;;;o;+e1 ('J1=1,2, ... ,N) if 
! Ig;(x,,,jO;+evO;) < 0 for each 'JIES. 
iEM9 y-1 
(6.34) 
Thus (cf. 6.33)) 
(6.35) p [z: -o; ;:;;; 81 for each 'JII o;, o~ ... . , 0~] G 1- ! ! ~~(e;;sl) s• 
vE8iEM9 ni[ i( .+sl)] 
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From (6.6.2), (6.24) and (6.35) then follows 
{6.36) limP [z:-o; ~ e for each vi o;, 0~, ... ,0~] = l for each e> 0. 
In an analogous way it may be proved that 
(6.37) limP [z:-o; ~ -e for each vi o;, 0~, ... ,0~] = l for each e > 0. 
If we take N =k in lemma IV then (6.25) reduces to {cf. remark 2 
section 4) 
(6.38) limP [jv,-O.I ~ e for each i I Ov 02, ... , Ok] = l for each e > 0. 
n-+oo 
Theorem VIII: If t, is the maximum likelihood estimat£ of O, 
{i= l, 2, ... , k) under the restrictions Rv R2, .. 0, R, and if 
(6.39) lim ni = oo for each i = l, 2, ... , k, 
n-+OO 
then 
( 6.40) lim P [It,- 0,1 ~ e for each i I 01, 02 , 0 0., Ok] = 1 for each e > 0. 
n-+oo 
Proof: This theorem will be proved by induction. 
Consider the function L'(~, z2, ... , zN) -L'(O;, 0~, .. o, 0~) {cf. (6.20)). 
From theorem I it follows that this function possesses a unique maximum 
in DN.s (cf. (4.9)), say in the point (w<f>, w~>, 000, w<Jj). 
From lemma IV then follows (for s=O) 
(6.41) limP [jw~0> -0;1 ~ e for each vi o;, 0~, 0 .. , 0~] = 1 for each 8 > 0 
n-+OO 
for each set M1, M2> ... , MN satisfying (6.19) and each N. 
Now suppose that it has been proved that 
(6.42) limP [lw~·>- o;1 ~ 8 for each v 1 o;, o~, 0 .. , o~J = 1 for each 8 > o 
n-.oo 
for each s~s0, each set Mv M2, 000, MN satisfying (6.19) and each N. 
Then it will be proved that 
(6.43) limP[Iw~•·+ 1>-0;I ~e for each viO;,o~,o .. ,O~] = 1 for each 8>0 
n-+oo 
for each set Mv M 2, .. o, MN, satisfying (6.19) and each N. 
Consider, for a given set Mv M2, .. o, MN satisfying (6.19), a domain 
DN. •·+I and the domain DN,s, which is obtained by omitting one of the 
essential restrictions defining DN,s,+I• Let this be the restriction: o,A;;;;o,A. 
Then the following two cases may be distinguished. 
l. (}iA < ()iA; then a positive value 81 exists satisfying 
N 
{6.44) DN,s, n II I M. (e1) c DN,s,+l· 
•=1 
Further we have, for each e1 satisfying (6.44), 
{6.45) w~•·+u=Wt~> (v= 1, 2, 0 .. , N) if lw~•·>-O;I ~e1 for each v= 1, 2, ... ,N. 
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From (6.42) and (6.45) then follows 
(6.46) 
for each e1 satisfying (6.44) 
and from (6.46) follows 
(6.47) limP[Iw~8•+ 1>-0;I ~e for each viO;,e~, ... ,6~]=1 for each e>O. 
n-+OO 
2. Oi;.=6i;.; then we have for each e>O 
I p [lwts,+l)- 0;1 ~ B for each Yj o;, f}~, . .. , 6~] = 
= P [w1~·> < w}1·> I o;, 6~, ... , o~ J · 
(6.48) ·P[Iwt•·>-o;j ~e for each vlw~~·><w}~·>;o;,o~, ... ,fJ~] 
+p[w(s,) ;;:::w<•oljtJ' tJ' tJ']· i.t - i;. u1, u2, ••• , uN 
.p [lw<••+1>-fJ'I::;: e for each vlw~•·+ 1>=w(••+ 1>· 6' 6' 6'] 
" " - 'A 'A ' lJ 2' · • ·' N ' 
because if w1~·> < w}~·> then the maximum under s0 restrictions coincides 
with the maximum under s0 + 1 restrictions and if w1~·> ~ w}~> then 
(according to theorem II) w(•o+1> =w(•o+1l 
•.t 1). • 
Further w<••+1> w<••+1> w<•o+1l are under the condition w~•·+ 1>=w(••+ 1> 1 ' 2 ' •• •' N ' •.t 11 ' 
the values of~. z2, ••• , zN which maximize L' (z1 , z2, ••• , zN)- L' (6;, 6~, ... , 6~) 
in a domain DN'.••' where N' =N -1 and s~~s0-l. Thus from (6.42) 
it follows that 
ilimP[Jw<••+1>-fJ'I ::;;e for each vlw!••+1>=w(so+1>·f)' f)' 6']=1 (6.49) 5 n-+00 P • - . <;t 1,t ' 1> 2> ... , N 
( for each e > 0. 
Thus if 
(6.50) P defP[I (so+Il tJ'I::;: r h ltJ' tJ' tJ''] ,.- wp -u. _ e .tor eac Y v1, v 2, ••• ,uN 
and if A,., B,. and Bn respectively denote the events 
Jw~•·>- o;l ~ e for each ')! 
and 
respectively then it follows from (6.42) 
(6.51) lim p [An I o;, 6~, ... 'e.;.] = 1 
n->oo 
and from (6.48) and (6.49) 
1 ~lim Pn = lim {P [Bn I o;, 6~, ... , 6~]. 
n-+-oo n-+-co 
. p [An IBn; e;, 6~, . .. , 6~] + p [B,. I o;, 6~, .. . , 6~]}= 
(6·52) =lim{P[An and Bnle;,e;, ... ,e~]+P[B .. IO;,o~, ... ,6~]}~ 
n->00 
~limP [An 10;, 6~, ... ,0~] = l. 
n-+OO 
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Thus 
(6.53) limP,.= I. 
n~oo 
7. Examples 
In this section some examples will be given where the conditions ( 4.3) 
and (6.6) are satisfied. 
Example 1 
Let X;, possess a normal distribution with mean ()i and known variance 
a; (i= 1, 2, ... , k). Then 
(7.1) 
nl 
l: (xi.r -yi)2 
Li(Yi)= -ln;,ln2:nar-l"~ 1 a? 
' 
(i=1,2, ... ,k). 
From (7.1) it follows that Li(Yi) is a strictly unimodal function of Yi in 
the interval ( -oo, + oo) and attains its maximum in this interval for 
(7.2) 
Thus Li(Yi) is a strictly unimodal function of Y;, in each closed subinterval 
Ii of the interval ( -oo, +oo) and if Ji is the interval (ci, di) then Li(Yi) 
attains its maximum in I, for 
) 
m;, ~ c, ~ m;, ~ d;,, 
y;,= C;,ifm;,<Ci, (i=1,2, ... ,k) 
di if m;, > d;,. 
(7.3) 
Further if M is a subset of the numbers I, 2, ... , k then (cf. (4.2)) 
I (7,4) 
and from (7.4) it follows easily that LM(z) is a strictly unimodal function 
of z in the interval ( -oo, +oo). Thus L satisfies condition (4.3). 
Further LM(z) attains its maximum in the interval ( -oo, +oo) for 
(7.5) 
Now let M consist of the numbers h.r, h2, ••• , h", then if a;=a2 for each 
i EM 
nM 
l: (XM,y-Z)2 ' 
(7.6) LM (z) = -tnM ln 2 na2 -t"=1 8 
a 
where 
(7.7) 
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and where xM.y (y= 1, 2, ... , nM) denote the pooled samples ofx111,x112 , ••• ,x11~'. 
Thus if L attains its maximum for y11 = y11 = ... = y11 then the samples of 
, 1 2 p. 
x 11 , x11 , ••• , x11 are to be pooled if ay = a2 for each i E M. 1 1 p. 
Further 
(7.8) g. (x. I '!/i• e,) = (yi-lh} (2xi-Yi-Oi} (i=1,2, ... ,k). 2ay 
Thus l (y,-0;)' 
(7.9) 
s {g. (x, 1 '!fi, e.) 1 e.}= - 2a; 
(i=1,2, ... ,k) 
2 (Yi-1Ji}2 
a {gi (x. J Y•· e,) I e,}= -a2-
i 
and 
(7.10) 0'2{!/i (xi I Yi· o,} I o,} = 4ay (i=1,2, ... ,k). [tS'{gi(x;jy,,IJ,} IOi}P (y.-IJ.)2 
From (7.9) and (7.10) it follows that condition (6.6) is satisfied if 
(7.11) (i= 1, 2, ... , k). 
Remark 4: From (7.4) and (7.5) it follows that the estimates of 
e1, e2, ••. , ek may also be found by means of the method described above 
if the ai are unknown and arfar is known for each pair of values 
i, i= 1, 2, ... , k. Then if 
(7.12) K . def a; ( . 1 2 k) 
.- 2 ~= ' ' ... , 
0'1 
the maximum likelihood estimate of or is 
(7.13) 
k nJ 8~ def Ki "" "" (x;,, -t;}2 (. 1 2 k) 
• "- "- K ~= ' , ... , . 
n i=1 y=l i 
The procedure will now be illustrated by means of the following example. 
Two preparations A and B, known to stimulate the growth of hogs, 
are added in two concentrations each to the food of four groups of hogs. 
Let these four additions be denoted by A1 , A2, B1 and B2• It is known 
that B1 is at least as good as A1 (notation A1< B1) and that in the same 
sense A1<,A2 and B~ B2• No decisive knowledge however is available 
concerning the ordering of A 2 and B2• The growths of the hogs during 
a certain period are then the four samples. 
The fictitious numerical example given below concerns this partial 
ordering, but has been made a little more complicated by the introduction 
of unequal variances and of restrictions on the possible values of each 
e. separately: 
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Let 
At A a Bt Ba 
i 1 2 3 4 
-0,40 1,43 -0,70 0,29 
2,56 1,86 2,6I 0 
0,25 0,06 0,79 I,31 
2,87 0,07 0,86 0,15 
x . 1,14 
•. , J 0,29 
2,57 
O,I4 2,53 
1,86 
(7 .14) 0,85 I,2I 
ni 
I x •. , 5,28 9,48 3,70 6,14 
Y-1 
ni 4 9 5 6 
mi 1,32 1,05 0,74 1,02 
(J~ 
• 
2 4 5 1 
I• (- oo, I) <- oo, + oo> (!, + oo) (- oo, + oo) 
vi I 1,05 0,74 1,02 
and (cf.(2.8)) 
~1. r0 =2, r1 =4, (7 .15) 2. £X1,2 = £X1,s = "'s.4 = l. 
From (7.14) and (7.15) it follows that the pairs i=3, j=2 and i=4, i=2 
satisfy ( 5. 7) and ( 5.8). Thus according to theorem VI L attains its maximum 
in D for 
(7.16) Y1~Ys~Y4~Yz· 
From (7.14), (7.16) and theorem V then follows 
(7.17) t1 =t3, 
i.e. L attains its maximum in D for 
(7.18) Yt =Ys~Y4~Y2· 
From (7.14), (7.18) and (7.5) then follows 
i I 3 
ni 
I x •. , 5,28 3,70 
)'=1 
(7.19) ni 4 5 
mM. I,I3 1,I3 
ar 2 5 
IM 
• 
(!, 1) (!, 1) 
vM. 1 1 
4 
6,14 
6 
1,02 
1 
(- oo, + oo) 
1,02 
2 
9,48 
9 
1,05 
4 
(- oo, + oo) 
1,05 
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From (7.19) and theorem III then follows 
(7.20) 
Example 2. Let xi possess a Poisson distribution with parameter 
o. (O<O,<oo; i= 1, 2, ... , k). 
Then 
"I "t 
{7.21) L.(y,)= -n,y,+ _Lx,,,Inyi- ,Linx •. :,! (i=1,2, ... ,k); 
)'=1 )'=1 
thus 
"; 
dL. ( ·) { > 0 for 0 ~ Yi < m, def ~ L x1,,, 
• y. i )'=1 
dyi = 0 for Yi=m•, 
< 0 for y, > m •. 
(7.22) 
From (7 .22) it follows that L,(y,) is a strictly unimodal function of y, 
in the interval (0, oo) (i= 1, 2, ... , k). 
Further if M consists of the numbers hv h2, ••• , h,. then 
"M 71M 
(7.23) LM (z) = -nM z+ L xM,, In z- ,LIn xM,,!, 
y=1 )'=1 
where nM is defined by (7.7) and where xM,y (y= 1, 2, ... , nM) denote 
the pooled samples of x11,, x 11,, ••• , xh,_.· Thus L satisfies condition (4.3) 
and if L attains its maximum for y11, = y11, = ... = Yh,_. then the samples 
·Of xht, xh., ..• , xh are to be pooled. 
I' 
Further 
(7.24) 
thus 
(7.25) 
and 
a 2 {gi (xi IYi, Oi) I lli} 
[ tff {gi (X;, I Yi, Oi) I Oi}] 2 [ e-]2 o.-y.-0.1n2 
• • • Yi 
o. (In~)2 
• Yi (i=1,2, ... ,k). 
From (7.25) and (7.26) it may easily be proved that condition (6.6) 
is satisfied. 
A practical situation of ordered parameters of Poisson distributions 
might occur if several toxicants are to be investigated as to their killing 
power for certain kinds of bacteria. If the toxicants are added in different 
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concentrations to cultures of bacteria, knowledge may be available 
leading to a partial or complete ordering of the expected values of the 
number of survivors in the different experiments. 
It may easily be verified that the conditions (4.3) and (6.6) are e.g. 
also satisfied if x, possesses 
I. a normal distribution with known mean p1 and variance 0, 
(i= I, 2, ... , k), 
2. an exponential distribution with parameter ()1 (i= I, 2, ... , k), 
3. a rectangular distribution between 0 and ()1 (i= I, 2, ... , k), 
4. a normal distribution with mean (), and known variance for 
i=l1 , l2 , ... , lg and a Poisson distribution with parameter ()i for 
i ,.,4, l2, ... , lll. 
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